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ABSTRACT: Controlling and engineering chemical structures are the most important
scientific challenges in material science. Precipitation patterns from ions or nanoparticles
are promising candidates for designing bulk structure for catalysis, energy production,
storage, and electronics. There are only a few procedures and techniques to control
precipitation (Liesegang) patterns in gel media (e.g., using an electric field, varying the
initial concentration of the electrolytes). However, those methods provide just a limited
degree of freedom. Here, we provide a robust and transparent way to control and engineer Liesegang patterns by varying gel
concentration and inducing impurity by addition of gelatin to agarose gel. Using this experimental method, different precipitation
structures can be obtained with different width and spatial distribution of the formed bands. A new variant of a sol-coagulation
model was developed to describe and understand the effect of the gel concentration and impurities on Liesegang pattern
formation.

■ INTRODUCTION
Self-organization and self-assembly of components at atomic,
molecular, and nanoscopic levels have gained growing interest
in the past decades due to their importance in material
science.1,2 Understanding governing forces and interactions
between building blocks at small scales is a key element in
designing new materials for useful applications (e.g., catalysis,
energy storage and production, medicine).3 One of the
spontaneous pattern formations is the periodic precipitation
(Liesegang phenomenon), where distinct zones form periodi-
cally in space and time due to the diffusion of two co-
precipitating chemical species and their precipitation reaction.4

Recently, there has been a resurgent interest in this reaction-
diffusion phenomenon because of its applications in bottom-up
fabrication.5 Controlling precipitation structures is among the
most challenging problems because of the ionic nature of
chemical species6 and their interaction with the gel structure.7,8

An obvious choice to control such structure is applying an
electric field to modify the mass transport of charged chemical
species, thus altering the diffusive transport nature of ions and
having a dramatic effect on pattern formation.6,9−12

Liesegang patterns have several regularities, which can
describe and characterize the spatiotemporal pattern formation.
Distance between bands in regular Liesegang phenomenon is
nonequidistant (distances of the bands from the gel interface
increase according to a geometrical series).13 The structure can
be characterized by the so-called spacing coefficient (p = (xn+1
− xn)/(xn), where xn+1 and xn are the position of two
consecutive bands measured from the junction point of the
electrolytes). This is the so-called spacing law.13 It has been
found experimentally that the spacing coefficient depends on
the initial concentrations a0 and b0 of the outer and inner

electrolytes, and this can be described by the following relation
(Matalon-Packter law):14
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where f and g are the decreasing functions in their arguments.
This regularity provides a simple but not flexible way to control
Liesegang patterns via changing initial concentration of the
electrolytes.
Interestingly, recent works have shown that precipitation

patterns can emerge not only in precipitating inorganic salt
(ionic) systems, but in systems containing oppositely charged
noble metal nanoparticles quantum dots (CdS) stabilized by
thiol groups.15−17

In the usual experimental setup of precipitation pattern
formation (Liesegang phenomenon), one electrolyte (the so-
called inner electrolyte) is homogeneously distributed in a gel,
while another (outer electrolyte) diffuses into the gel from the
specific reservoir. In the simplest case, the outer electrolyte is
poured on top of a gel column in a test tube. After some time,
depending on the geometry of the system or its chemical
composition and gel structure, variety of the pattern can be
observed including regular band formation,4,18 invert type
Liesegang banding,19,20 dendrites having fractal structure,21,22

and dynamic precipitation waves.23 All reaction-diffusion
models developed to describe pattern formation in gelled
media are based on calculating diffusion of species and their
precipitation reaction neglecting the effect of the gel on these
phenomena.24−30 There are several recent experimental works,
which emphasize the importance of the supporting media in
pattern formation.7,31−33 In some cases changing the chemical
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property of the gel can result in quite different precipitation
phenomena, for instance, replacing gelatin in Ag2Cr2O7 system
to agarose can give rise to a crossover from regular Liesegang
pattern formation to a tree-like precipitation pattern.7

In this paper, we will provide an alternative way to control
and design regular precipitation (Liesegang) patterns via
varying experimental conditions like gel concentration and
the chemical composition (purity) of the gel. Gel concentration
affects the pore size of the gel, thus limiting the density of the
precipitate, and chemical impurities in the gel can lower the
precipitation threshold. A modified sol-coagulation model was
developed to take into account these effects, and this model is
able to explain the experimentally observed results.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
An agarose gel containing potassium chromate as inner electrolyte was
prepared as follows. A sample of potassium chromate (K2CrO4, Sigma-
Aldrich) was dissolved in double-distilled water with the given amount
of agarose powder (Type I, Sigma-Aldrich). The mixture was heated to
90 °C under constant stirring until a homogeneous solution was
obtained. The resulting solution was then poured into a set of test
tubes of 16 mm diamater, then the solution was left for 2 h at 5.7 °C.
After polymerization a solution of copper chloride (CuCl2, Sigma-
Aldrich) was gently poured on top of the potassium chromate-doped
gel. The tubes were then covered and left in a thermostat at 5.7 ± 0.3
°C. The pattern formation according to the chemical reaction Cu2+

(aq) + CrO4
2−(aq) → CuCrO4(s) was monitored by a digital camera

for 7 days.

■ MODELING
A simple chemical mechanism to produce precipitate consists
of two reaction steps incorporating an intermediate species.
This mechanism can be written as

+ →A B C (2)

→C D (3)

where A and B are the outer and inner electrolytes, and C is the
intermediate product (sol), which can transform to precipitate
(D). Usually the initial condition is such that the concentration
of the outer electrolyte (A) is much higher than that of the
inner electrolyte (B); thus, the pattern formation is governed
by the diffusion front of the outer electrolyte. In the sol-
coagulation model, C forms continuously behind the chemical
front, and this can turn to immobile precipitate D, if the local
concentration of C reaches a coagulation threshold.34 More-
over, the precipitate can grow further by an autocatalytic
process, which depletes the intermediate species in the vicinity
of the formed precipitation zone. This process is much faster
than the diffusion of chemical species; therefore, this is
responsible for distinct band formation. These processes can
be written in a set of partial differential equations, which
describes the spatiotemporal evolution of the pattern

∂ = ∇ −a D a kabt a
2

(4)

∂ = ∇ −b D b kabt b
2

(5)

∂ = ∇ + − κ Θ − * − κc D c kab c c c cd( )t c
2

1 2 (6)

∂ = κ Θ − * + κd c c c cd( )t 1 2 (7)

Here a, b, and c are the concentrations of A, B, and C
respectively, while d is the density (concentration) of the
precipitate. Da, Db, and Dc are the diffusion coefficients of the

corresponding species. k is the chemical rate constant for
reaction 2, and κ1 and κ2 are the rate constants for the
coagulation and the autocatalytic precipitate formation,
respectively. Θ denotes the Heaviside step function. The
main problem of this model is that it does not reproduce the
finite widths of the precipitation bands (Figure 1a) and the

model results in patterns comprising disjoint precipitation
spots/dots rather than continuous zones in case of radial
diffusion in 2D, which is due to the fast autocatalytic precipitate
growth. In original sol-coagulation models, there is no limit for
precipitate formation at a given spatial position, and it is
responsible for this behavior, which is definitely an artifact of
the model. Therefore, this sol-coagulation scenario was
extended further to overcome this problem. We introduce a
new parameter in the modelthe maximal amount of
precipitate (ρ) which can be formed. In other words, we
limited the maximal amount of the formed precipitate. If the
total amount of the precipitate reaches this ρ, no further growth
occurs at the given spatial position, and there will be no
coagulation threshold at the neighboring positions. Mathemati-
cally, this assumption can be written as
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where κ1(t, xn−1), κ2(t, xn+1), and c*(t, xn−1), c*(t, xn+1) are the
chemical rate constants for precipitation and the coagulation
threshold at the neighboring positions (grid cells/points).

Figure 1. Results of the numerical simulations of regular (Liesegang)
patterns in 1D using a standard sol-coagulation model with ρ → ∞
(there is no limitation of the maximal amount of precipitate) (a) and
an extended sol-coagulation model used in this study with ρ = 0.03 M
(b). The following parameter set was used: Da = Db = Dc = 10−9 m2 s,
k = 1 M−1 s−1, κ1 = 1 s−1, κ2 = 1 M−1 s−1, c* = 6 × 10−3 M, a0 = 0.5 M,
b0 = 0.01 M. The time step and the grid size were 1 s and 10−4 m,
respectively.
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Regular Liesegang bands with increasing widths can be
reproduced using this extension (Figure 1b).
Reaction-diffusion eqs 4−7 were solved using a standard

‘‘method of lines’’ technique. Spatially a standard finite-
difference method on a 1D equidistant grid was applied
followed by time integration (backward Euler method) to solve
the resulting ordinary differential equations with the following
initial conditions: a(t = 0, x) = 0, b(t = 0, x) = b0, c(t = 0, x) =
0, d(t = 0, x) = 0. No-flux boundary conditions were applied for
all chemical species at both ends of the domain except for A
(outer electrolyte), where a Dirichlet boundary condition (a|x=0
= a0) was used at x = 0 position (junction point of the
electrolytes), where a0 is the initial concentration of the outer
electrolyte.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Investigating the effect of the supporting (gelled) media on
pattern formation is a key element for understanding the
involved pattern formation phenomena. In precipitation
systems, the usual argument is that the gel just prevents
sedimentation and hydrodynamic instability. However, former
and recent works show transparently that gel can have a
sometimes dramatic effect on pattern formation.7,8 On the
other hand, understanding “gel−precipitate” interaction could
help to provide new methods and techniques to design bulk
precipitation structures.
We investigated the effect of gel concentration on Liesegang

pattern formation (Figure 2a). Increasing the gel concentration
produces bands with increasing spacing coefficient and
decreasing bandwidth. This finding has two important aspects.
First, changing gel concentration involves changes in spacing
coefficient of the pattern (Figure 3a), which demonstrates that
the Matalon-Packter law14 (eq 1) is a nonuniversal regularity,
and that the spacing coefficient depends not only on initial
concentration of the electrolytes, but also on the gel
concentration. This also raises questions regarding the
mechanism of nucleation, precipitate growth, and ripening.
The second aspect is the width of the formed bands. It is a
usual statement in Liesegang systems that the width of the
bands (wn) is linearly proportional to their positions (xn), i.e., xn
∼ wn.

27 This relationship (width law) is a direct consequence of
the mass conservation and the assumptions that the reaction
front leaves behind a constant density (c0) of the intermediate
product (C), and this intermediate product can segregate into
low (cl) and high (ch) density bands.27,28 Combining these
three assumptions together with the spacing law (p = (xn+1 −
xn)/(xn)) gives the following relationship

=
−

−
w
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( )n n
0 l
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which is the so-called width law.35 This law predicts that the 2-
fold increase in the position of the bands measured from the
junction point of the electrolytes should result in a 2-fold
increase in the width of the bands. However, it is vividly seen
that the regular Liesegang patterns do not fulfill this regularity
(Figures 2a and 4a). The widths of the precipitation bands do
not change much (at least not linearly) with their position,
which indicates that the maximal amount of precipitate which
can be formed at the given position (ρ) is higher than ch (ρ ≫
ch). Agarose gel has a relatively large pore size compared to
other gels, and that is why agarose gel is the most popular and
suitable for gel electrophoresis, where even big macromolecules

can migrate through a gel sheet. The average pore size in a 0.5%
gel is 550 nm and in a 4% gel is 250 nm, respectively.36 This
indicates that bigger colloid particles can easily diffuse even in a
hard (∼4%) agarose gel. This can result in no significant
difference in the velocity of chemical fronts in soft and hard
gels. Experimental observations support this argument; there
were no differences in front velocities. On the other hand,
harder gel has bigger internal gel surfaces, which play an
important role in heterogeneous nucleation and precipitate
growth. Higher surface area can “trap” more precipitate, which
can be translated into the mathematical model with higher
maximal amount of precipitate (ρ). Using this assumption that
the soft gel has lower maximal amount of precipitate than the
harder gel can reproduce all features observed in experiments,
namely, the variation of the width of the bands and the
corresponding spacing coefficients (Figure 2b). Increasing the
gel concentration (increasing the maximal amount of
precipitate in the model) produces bands with increasing

Figure 2. Controlling Liesegang patterns with the agarose gel
concentration (a). The concentration of copper chloride (outer
electrolyte) and potassium chromate (inner electrolyte) was 0.5 and
0.01 M, respectively. Results of the numerical simulations using an
extended sol-coagulation model (b): Da = Db = Dc = 10−9 m2 s, k = 1
M−1 s−1, κ1 = 1 s−1, κ2 = 1 M−1 s−1, c* = 6 × 10−3 M, a0 = 0.5 M, b0 =
0.01 M. The maximal amount of precipitate (ρ) was varied between
0.02 and 0.16 M as a consequence of the agarose gel concentration.
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spatial coefficient and decreasing bandwidth similar to the
experimental results.
The second interesting aspect of the control and engineering

of precipitation patterns is the variation of the purity of the
supporting medium. There are a few experimental papers
regarding the effect of the gel impurity on pattern structure.7,37

The consequences of impurities have also been considered in
theoretical work using a lattice-gas simulation.37 Recently, we
showed that addition of a small amount of gelatin (10−3%) to
agarose can enhance the formation of Liesegang banding, while
in a pure agarose gel (no gelatin added) no Liesegang pattern
formation was observed in the Ag2Cr2O7 system.
A small amount of gelatin (between 4 × 10−4% and 5 ×

10−2%) was added during the gel preparation to the agarose gel
(1%) to investigate the effect of impurity of the gel on pattern
structure. An increase of the amount of gelatin in agarose gel
can produce Liesegang patterns with decreasing spacing
coefficient and increasing thickness of the continuous
precipitation zone at the gel interface (Figures 3b and 4a).
Moreover, at relatively high gelatin concentration (5 × 10−2%)
a continuous precipitation zone forms, thus showing a
crossover from regular precipitation pattern to a continuous
precipitation band. This can be explained by the fact that the
small amount of gelatin in agarose can induce heterogeneous
nucleation. By increasing the gelatin concentration in the mixed
gel, the heterogeneous nucleation rate and the number density
of colloids (intermediate species) will be high enough to
produce regular Liesegang patterns with decreasing spacing
coefficient. At higher gelatin concentration, continuous
precipitation can be observed due to high nucleation/
coagulation rate. In the model this effect can be implemented
by varying the coagulation threshold (c*), since higher gelatin
(impurity) concentration in agarose gel can result in a lower

coagulation threshold (Figure 4b). After implementing this
extension, the numerical model is able to reproduce all features
observed in the experiments (Figure 4).

■ CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we show a robust way to control and engineer
precipitation structures through the variation of the gel
concentration/strength and inducing some “chemical” pertur-
bation to the system by adding impurities (gelatin) to the
agarose gel. Our experimental results provide a new chemical
way to control Liesegang patterns, which can be useful for
engineering special heterogeneous catalysts or bulk precip-
itation structures. We can easily control the structure of the
Liesegang patterns through the width of the formed bands and
the spacing coefficient of the pattern. Combining these two
independent methods can provide a rich variety of possible
patterns. To support our experimental observations, a new
variant of the sol-coagulation model was developed introducing
a new quantity, the maximal amount of precipitate (ρ). By
varying this quantity and the coagulation threshold, we were
able to describe and understand the observed trends in
experiments. In such a way, we could indirectly incorporate the
effect of the gel on pattern formation in a model. This will allow
us to introduce new methods to chemically design and control
precipitation patterns.

Figure 3. Variation of the spacing coefficient changing the agarose gel
concentration (a) and the gelatin concentration in a 1% agarose gel
(b). The concentration of copper chloride (outer electrolyte) and
potassium chromate (inner electrolyte) was 0.5 and 0.01 M,
respectively.

Figure 4. Controlling Liesegang patterns with the addition of gelatin
to a 1% agarose gel (a). The concentration of copper chloride (outer
electrolyte) and potassium chromate (inner electrolyte) was 0.5 and
0.01 M, respectively. Results of the numerical simulations using an
extended sol-coagulation model (b): Da = Db = Dc = 10−9 m2 s, k = 1
M−1 s−1, κ1 = 1 s−1, κ2 = 1 M−1 s−1, ρ = 0.03 M, a0 = 0.5 M, b0 = 0.01
M. The coagulation threshold (c*) was varied between 10−4 M and 6
× 10−3 M as a consequence of the presence of gelatin (impurity) in
agarose gel.
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